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KfiDUCTION DU TRANSFER! DE CHALEUR ENTRE LE TUBE DE FORCE ET

LE TUBE DE CALANDRE POUR AMBLIORER LA SORETE PASSIVE

D'UN RRACTEUR CANDU-PHV (A EAU LOURDE SOUS PRESSION)

par

D.B. Sanderson, R.G. Moyer, D.G. Litke, H.E. Rosinger et S. Girgis*

RESUME

Un des moyens d'ameliorer la surete passive d'un reacteur CANDU-PHV (CANada
Deuterium Uranium - Eau lourde sous pression) est de reduire les conditions
de sous-refroidissement (sous-saturation) du moderateur au cours d'un LOCA
(accident de perte de fluide caloporteur) hypothetique. L'augmentation de
la temperature du moderateur augmenteralt le transfert de chaleur du mode-
rateur au reservoir de protection avoisinant au cours d'un accident hypo-
thetique. On peut obtenlr la reduction des conditions de sous-refroidis-
sement en incorporant un flitre metallique dans l'espace annulaire du canal
de combustible, juste a cote du tube de calandre. On a demontre que cette
technique reduit considerablement les conditions de sous-refroidissement du
ooderateur de sorte a ne pas contraindre le tube de calandre a passer a
1'ebullition par film lors du contact par gonflement du tube de force lors-
qu'il y a sous-refroidissement de 0 °C a 1'exterieur du tube de calandre.

On a execute deux essais aux Laboratoires de Vhiteshell d'EACL Recherche
pour etudier les variations de proprietes de transfert de chaleur entm un
tube de force et un tube de calandre en incorporant un filtre metallique
dans l'espace annulaire du canal de combustible; ceux-ci sont deerits dans
le present rapport. En outre, on y presente les resuitats des simulations
executees sur ordinateur pour evaluer l'effet du film metallique sur le
comportement d'un canal de combustible au cours de scenarios choisis
d'accident de perte de fluide caloporteur.
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ABSTRACT

One of the ways of enhancing the passive safety of a CANDU-PHV (CANada
Deuterium y_ranium-Pressurlzed Heavy Water) reactor is to reduce the modera-
tor subcooling requirements during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). The increased moderator temperatures vould enhance the heat trans-
fer from the moderator to the surrounding shield tank during a postulated
accident. This reduction in subcooling requirements can be achieved by
incorporating a vire screen in the fuel-channel annulus, right next to the
calandria tube. This technique has been demonstrated to reduce signifi-
cantly the moderator subcooling requirements, so that the calandria tube
was not forced into film boiling upon pressure-tube ballooning contact with
0°C subcooling outside the calandria tube.

Two experiments, described in this report, vere performed at AECL Research's
Vhiteshell Laboratories to investigate the changes in heat transfer charac-
teristics between a pressure tube and a calandria tube, vith a vire screen
placed in the fuel-channel annulus. Results from computer simulations
performed to assess the effect of the vire screen on the performance of a
CANDU fuel channel during selected LOCA scenarios are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important design feature of the CANDU-PHV* reactor is that each horizon-
tal fuel channel is surrounded by cool heavy-vater moderator that can act
as a heat sink during postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA), vith
impaired emergency cooling. The fuel channel consists of a Zr-2.SNb pres-
sure tube and a Zr-2 calandria tube, separated by garter springs and a gas-
filled annulus.

In some postulated LOCA scenarios, the pressure tube overheats, loses its
strength, and then deforms through the annulus gap into contact vith its
surrounding moderator-cooled calandria tube. Upon contact, heat stored in
the pressure tube would be rapidly transferred across the interface to the
calandria tube, conducted through the vail, and then transferred from the
outer surface of the calandria tube into the surrounding heavy-vater moder-
ator. The sudden transfer of heat could exceed the critical heat flux and
cause film boiling on the calandria-tube outside surface [1,2]. If film
boiling occurs, the rate of heat removal from the fuel channel to the
moderator would be severely reduced.

The current moderator subcooling requirements are specified for CANDU-PHW
reactors to avoid the calandria tube being forced into film boiling upon
contact vith its deforming pressure tube during postulated LOCAs. One
method of reducing this moderator subcooling requirement is to reduce the
heat transfer coefficient between the pressure and calandria tubes. This
can be achieved by placing a wire screen in the fuel-channel annulus. The
screen would slow down the rapid transfer of heat upon ballooning contact
and reduce the probability of film boiling on the calandria tube. This
method of reducing the probability of fill boiling does not involve changes
to either the pressure tube or the calandria tube, has a ninimal burnup
penalty, and does not affect the gas annulus system operation. The screen
should not have any significant effect on the normal operation of the fuel
channel.

If moderator subcooling requirements could be reduced significantly, the
increased moderator temperatures could increase the heat transfer from the
moderator to the shield tank water by increasing the temperature differen-
tial between the two. Thus, decay heat from the core could be transferred
to the outside of the shield tank more efficiently. This could enhance the
passive safety features of a CANDU-PHW reactor for severe accident scenarios.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The apparatus for the two screen experiments was similar. It consisted of a
1580-mm-long section of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube mounted inside a 1730-mm-long

' gANada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of AECL.
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Zr-2 calandria tube (Figure 1). The calandria tube was surrounded by
heated, non-flowing water in an open tank. The graphite heater, 570 mm
(Test 1) or 950 mm long (Test 2), was located inside the fuel-channel
assembly.

A 350-ma-long section of stainless steel wire screen was placed in the gas-
filled annulus next to the inner surface of the calandria tube; it covered
half the heated length of the test section (Figure 1). The screen was 316
stainless steel, with an original wire spacing of 1.3 ma and a wire dia-
•eter of 0.38 mm. One half of the screen was Modified to test the effects
of a wider grid pattern on the heat transfer characteristics. The crimped
wires (obtained from the original screen) were spot-welded together into a
wire grid spacing of 10.0 mm. The screen was positioned top-to-bottom, so
that one side of the pressure tube would balloon into contact with the
1.3-mii wire spacing, and the other side would balloon into contact with the
10.0-mm wire spacing. Then, by comparing the boiling characteristics on
the calandria-tube surfaces, one could determine which wire spacing was the
most effective.

An Inconel X-750 garter spring was positioned at the test section centre-
line. The garter spring separated the screen and control (no screen)
halves of the test section (Figure 1).

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Power was supplied by a 5000 A d.c. power supply. Heater power was deter-
mined by multiplying circuit current by the voltage drop measured at the
outer ends of the busbars. Previous tests on the heater assembly have
shown that there is roughly a 13Z voltage drop in the busbars; therefore, a
best estimate of the ohraic power generated in the graphite heater rod was
87Z of the gross test section power.

Thermocouples were used to monitor temperatures on the inner surface of the
pressure tube and on the outer surface of the calandria tube, The pressure-
tube thermocouples were 0.5-mm diameter, Inconel-clad K-type with magnesium
oxide insulation inserted part way through the pressure-tube inner wall.
Thermocouples on the cilandria-tube surface were fibreglass-insulated K-type
thermocouples, vith wire diameters of 0.13 mm. The separated sensing wires
were spot-welded directly onto the calandria-tube surface. Water tempera-
tures around the calandria tube were monitored vith platinum resistance
temperature detectors.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The following generalized procedures were used for the two tests:

1. The inside of the pressure tube was purged with argon (Test 1) or
helium (Test 2).

2. The water surrounding the calandria tube was heated to give the
desired moderator subcooling: 75°C (25°C subcooling) for Test 1
and 100'C (0°C subcooling) for Test 2.
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3. The annulus between the pressure and the calandria tubes vas
purged vlth C02•

4. The pressure tube vas pressurized to 0.8 MPa (gauge) and heater
pover increased to roughly 140 kV/m. The pressure inside the
pressure tube vas allowed to increase to 1 HPa during the heatup
phase and vas maintained at this level for the remainder of the
test.

5. The test vas terminated vhen the pressure tube ballooned and
contacted the calandria tube and any film boiling on the calan-
dria tube had revet (Test 1) or vhen the fuel channel ruptured
(Test 2).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A detailed description of the results from Test 2 vill be presented, fol-
lowed by a brief summary of the results from Test 1.

3.1 TEST 2

Pover to the graphite heater vas increased froa 0 to 140 kW in approxi-
mately 40 s (Figure 2a), and then gradually increased to 145 ktf during the
next 30 s. At -70 s, shortly after the data-logging conputer experienced
an undeternined fault and ceased recording data, pover vas decreased to 0.
Ve maintained the pover at 0 kV until the computer could be restarted. At
-200 s, ve again ramped the pover to 140 kV to complete the experiaent.
The pover level gradually increased during the latter part of the experi-
ment to almost 160 kV, as a result of the resistivity increase of graphite
with increasing temperature. Pover vas then decreased to 0 at 310 s.

The pressure tube vas pressurized internally to 0.80 MPa (gauge) vith
helium (Figure 2b). During early heatup, the pressure increased froa ther-
mal expansion of the pressurizing gas, and then vas manually controlled at
1.0 HPa. At 70 s, the main data-logging computer shut down and vas not
restarted until 156 s. The helium pressure inside the pressure tube vas
vented to 0 MPa gauge vithln seconds of the pover reduction, to limit bal-
looning of the already hot pressure tube. The pressure vas again increased
to 0.S MPa at 190 s and further increased to 1.0 MPa at 250 s. The pres-
sure vas maintained at this value until the pressure tu'oe/calandria tube
(PT/CT) failed at 315 s. The PT/CT failure occurred on the control side
approximately 20* from the top.

The rupture through the PT/CT combination caused tvo holes. The larger
hole vas approximately 40 mm long by 5 mm vide. This hole was approxi-
mately 30" off top centre and located about 90 am axially from the centre-
line garter spring. A smaller hole, about 14-ma long by 2-mm vide, vas
located near the larger hole and vas about 115 mm from centre. The PT/CT
combination had ballooned severely in the area of rupture and progressively
less severely around the circumference. The increase in calandria-tube
circumference at the large rupture location vas nearly 45Z. Both tubes had
necked down to a knife-edge vail thickness at the rupture openings.
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The moderator temperature remained at a rolling boll (0*C subcoollng)
throughout the test. Typical pressure-tube temperatures for the control
(no screen) and wire screen halves of the test section are shown in
Figures 2 to 5. The pressure tube ballooned and contacted the calandrla
tube at 250 s. Pressure-tube temperatures just prior to calandria-tube
contact vere betveen 830 and 870'C. After contact, pressure-tube tempera-
tures on the wire screen half of the test section did not change signifi-
cantly; however, on the control half of the test section, they decreased
sharply (~180*C), and then increased at 4"C/s to peak temperatures of 970*C
before fuel-channel failure at 315 s.

The calandria tube's response to pressure-tube contact is shown In
Figures 3, 4 and 5. The calandria tube was forced Into film boiling as a
result of ballooning contact on the control side of the test section
(Figures 3b and 4a). Calandria-tube temperatures rapidly increased to
600°C after pressure-tube contact. Temperatures then gradually increased
at 4°C/s to a maximum of 925°C just prior to fuel-channel failure. In
contrast, calandria-tube temperatures on the screened half of the test
section remained below 125°C, indicating stable nucleate boiling throughout
the transient (Figures 3a and 5a).

The control half of the test section was in film boiling for 63 s before
rupture occurred. During this time the calculated steady-state PT/CT
contact conductance (following initial contact) varied betveen 3 and
10 kV/(m2.K). The contact conductance tended to increase as the tempera-
ture of the tubes increased during dryout. The softening of the tubes, as
their temperature increased, appeared to increase the PT/CT contact conduc-
tance. Typical plots of the change in temperature and the change in con-
tact conductance on the two sides of the test section (in the control
region) are shown in Figure 4.

The screen half of the test section remained in nucleate boiling throughout
the experiment. The calculated steady-state contact conductance varied
from 0.1 ktf/(m2.K) to less than 0.5 kV7(m2.K). Again, the contact conduc-
tance values tended to increase as the experiment progressed. These con-
tact conductance values were much lower than the value required to exceed
the critical heat flux on the calandria-tube surface. A typical example of
the temperature changes and the changes in contact conductance on the sides
of the test section (in the screen region) are shown in Figure 5. There
was essentially no difference between the calculated conductance values of
the 1.3-mm (closed) and 10.0-mm (open) wire spacing.

The video records of the test showed that the pressure tube contacted the
calandria tube on the screen half of the test section first, and then,
several seconds later, contact was observed on the control half. The con-
tact area grew axially and circumferentially in both areas quite quickly.
Vigorous boiling was evident over the entire length of the test section.
There was a distinct line between film and nucleate boiling at the test
section centreline (near the garter spring location). The elapsed time
between the start of film boiling and rupture of the PT/CT combination was
63 s.

After PT/CT contact, the wire screen half of the calandria tube was in
stable nucleate boiling throughout the test. There was no discernible
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difference In the boiling patterns between the portion of the test section
vith the 1.3-mm vire spacing and the portion with the 10.0-mm wire spacing.

3.2 TEST i

Test 1 was similar to Test 2, except that the heated length of pressure tube
was less (570 mm instead of 950 mm in Test 2), and the water surrounding
the calandria tube vas at 75°C (25*C subcooling). In Test 1, the pressure-
tube heatup rate vas 14.6'C/s prior to ballooning into contact with the
calandria tube. Pressure-tube temperatures just prior to contact ranged
from 880°C at the bottom to 1010'C at the top of the tube. In the absence
of the screen, the calandria tube vent into film boiling (dryout). The
maximum recorded calandria-tube temperature during dryout vas 750'C on the
top of the calandria tube. The dryout patch took 42 s to completely revet.
The side of the calandria tube vith the vire screen vent into stable nucle-
ate boiling after ballooning contact. Here, calandria-tube temperatures
remained belov 120°C.

The video records of the test indicated that first PT/CT contact occurred
near the top on the screen side of the centreline garter spring. Contact
then spread over the rest of the heated zone within 3 s. The no-screen
half of the calandria tube vent into film boiling in all locations, except
for a narrow strip along the bottom of the tube.

The dryout patch began to revet circumferentially and axially shortly after
film boiling vas established. The videos of the test shoved that the cir-
cumferential revet lines moved more rapidly than the axial revet lines.
The calandria tube had completely revet vithin 32 s of going into dryout.

The screen half of the calandria tube vas in stable nucleate boiling after
PT/CT contact throughout the test. There vas no discernible difference in
the boiling patterns betveen the portion of the test section vith the
1.3-mm vire spacing and the portion vith the 10-mm vire spacing.

The results from Test 1 are consistent with Test 2 in that the wire screen
vas effective in reducing the PT/CT thermal contact conductance, so that
the calandria tube vas not forced into film boiling upon ballooning con-
tact. In areas vhere the screen vas not present, the calandria tube expe-
rienced extensive dryout, vhich resulted in high calandria-tube tempera-
tures. The fuel channel did not rupture in Test 1 because of the slightly
higher subcooling, vhich helped promote calandria-tube rewetting.

4. THEORETICAL IMPACT OF A WIRE SCREEN ON FUEL-CHANNEL PERFORMANCE DURING
POSTULATED LQSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS

A series of computer simulations vas performed to assess the effect of
reduction in the PT/CT thermal contact conduction on the performance of a
CANDU fuel channel under accident conditions.
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If a postulated accident results in a pressure-tube heatup, there is always
a possibility of pressure-tube deformation and PT/CT contact. The mode of
contact depends on the channel pressure at the time of heatup. High chan-
nel pressures tend to strain the pressure tube circuaferentially into con-
tact with the calandria tube. On the other hand, in the case of lov chan-
nel pressures, the pressure tube tends to sag and contact the calandria
tube at the bottom.

The PT/CT contact promotes better heat transfer from the tubes to the Mod-
erator than do the thermal radiation and conduction through the annulus
gas. Very fast heat transfer soon after the contact, however, can cause
dryout on the outside surface of the calandria tube and affect channel
integrity. Incorporating a screen between the pressure tube and calandria
tube can significantly reduce this heat transfer, and thus prevent
calandria-tube dryout.

Reduced heat transfer (between contacted tubes) could adversely affect
fuel-bundle temperatures inside the fuel channel. To address this issue, a
postulated accident with United heat transfer out of the fuel channel was
chosen to assess the impact the wire screen would have on the fuel-channel
performance. For those accidents where the pressure tube balloons to con-
tact the calandria tube, the contact area is so large that a decrease in
heat transfer coefficient would only have a small effect on peak fuel-
bundle temperatures. On the other hand, for accident scenarios where the
pressure tube sags into calandria-tube contact, the heat transfer to the
moderator is already limited because the contact area is small. A decrease
in contact conductance further reduces the amount of heat discarded to the
moderator.

4.1 LARGE-BREAK LOCA

During a large-break LOCA some pressure tubes heat up. The heatup is fur-
ther continued if the emergency core cooling is unavailable (LOCA/LOECC).
This particular accident scenario has been analyzed at ASCL CANDU. For
this analysis, the channel power was assumed to be 8.1 HV, and the PT/CT
contact was assumed to occur as a result of pressure-tube sag. The results
show that the maximum fuel-cladding and pressure-tube temperatures were
predicted to occur for a constant steam flow rate of 5 g/s.

An analysis of the 5 g/s flow case, with the saire conditions as In the
above analysis except for a reduced heat transfer coefficient between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube, was performed to study the effect
that lower PT/CT contact conductances may have on the fuel and fuel channel
during an accident. In the initial large-break LOCA/LOECC analysis, a heat
transfer coefficient cf 6.5 kV/(m2.»C) was used; in the present analysis,
the coefficient was reduced by a factor of 4. The results were practically
unchanged. The maximum pressure-tube temperature increased from 1145 to
1164°C, and peak-predicted fuel temperatures were within IX of each other.

4.2 SINGLE-CHANNEL EVENTS

Some severe single-channel events can cause the channel flow to reduce
significantly while the reactor is still running at full power. One such
accident is a complete flow blockage in a single fuel channel. The most
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likely failure sequence for such a scenario vould be failure of the pres-
sure tube because of circumferential temperature gradients, which lead to
large local strains followed by failure of the calandria tube within a
fraction of a second due to the pressure and temperature of the escaping
coolant.

For this scenario, a decrease in PT/CT contact conductance should have no
effect on the consequence of a severe channel flow blockage.

5. SUMMARY

These two experiments clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of using a
wire screen in the fuel-channel annulus to reduce the PT/CT contact conduc-
tance. The reduction was significant enough that the calandria tube was
not forced into film boiling upon pressure-tube ballooning into contact
with 0°C subcooling (100°C water) outside the calandria tube; hence, it may
be possible to raise the moderator temperature (during normal reactor oper-
ation) by 10 to 20°C. The use of a zirconium metal wire screen would have
a minimal economic impact on the neutrons produced.

Vith a screen in the fuel-channel annulus, the reduction in PT/CT thermal
contact conductance would decrease the moderator subcooling requirements.
Higher moderator temperatures would enhance the heat transfer from the
moderator to the surroundings during a postulated accident without impact-
ing significantly on the heat transfer from the fuel channel to the modera-
tor. This would enhance the passive safety features of CANDU for severe
accident scenarios.

A patent [3] has been issued for using a wire screen to decrease the con-
tact conductance between the pressure and calandria tubes in a CANDU-PHV
reactor.
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